ONLINE ROWING WITH ROWPRO 4
A better online rowing experience
RowPro 4 brings the best experience yet to online rowing. It includes:
1. Important bug fixes that greatly improve the stability of the online rowing system for
everyone who rows online.
2. Much improved 3D graphics that make rowing online with others so much more realistic
than ever before.
3. A much improved oarbits App for iOS and Android that’s now the tool of choice for
scheduling and joining online rows and checking participants and results wherever you are.

IMPORTANT BUG FIXES
Finishing on a split
In RowPro 3, whenever the lead boat in a time row finishes on a 500m split, all the rowers in
that session experience a crash and have to restart RowPro. This bug is fixed in RowPro 4.
Because this bug affects everyone else in an online session, it will only be gone when everyone
rowing online has upgraded to RowPro 4. Because of this important bug fix, Digital Rowing
strongly recommends that everyone rowing online upgrades to RowPro 4.
Please take advantage of the special pricing for the upgrade during the release campaign to
upgrade to RowPro 4 as soon as possible.
Other bug fixes
There are a number of other bugs fixed in RowPro 4. The overall result is that RowPro 4 is the
most stable, bug-free release of RowPro ever, and is the version of choice for online rowing.
Remember that RowPro 4 needs to run in Windows 8 or 7, so if you have an older version of
Windows you’ll either need to upgrade to a newer computer or stay with RowPro 3.016 for now.

BETTER 3D GRAPHICS EXPERIENCE
Realistic more recognizable avatars
With so many boats on the water it’s important to be able to recognize the other boats and
rowers at-a-glance while you’re rowing online.

The new avatars are much more recognizable, and the boats, oars and even the rower’s
clothing are more pro-style than before. It all adds up to a better 3D graphics experience for
online rowing.
Improved rowing course
The trees, land, shoreline and buoys are all noticeably better in RowPro 4. Once you’ve rowed
with them for a while it’s a shock to go back to the old ones they’re so different.
Scene lighting
The subtle scene lighting puts the finishing touches on how realistic the 3D graphics look in
RowPro 4. Once you’ve experienced all RowPro 4 has to offer, you won’t want to go back.

IMPROVED OARBITS APP
Along with RowPro 4 we’ve released an improved Oarbits App for iOS and Android. This takes
advantage of new technologies in our development platform to improve the user experience
and reliability of the Oarbits App.
Now the Oarbits App is the best, simplest, easiest to use and most mobile way to schedule
online rows and check results wherever you are.

LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION
Questions? Comments? Contact us at assist@digitalrowing.com.

